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“Budgets are a key sign of a government's values.
So, if human rights are not in there, what they’re really
saying, is that they are not a value worth counting”.
Professor Aoife Nolan, 2014, SNAP Innovation Forum

Why is human rights budget work
important for Scotland?
• Growing interest in Economic, Social & Cultural Rights and
incorporation since 2008
• The Budget Process Review Group 2017
• Scottish parliament’s Finance and Constitution Committee Budget
Guidance 2018
• Scottish Parliament’s Equality and Human Rights Committee Inquiry
into Human Rights 2017-18
• Scotland’s National Performance Framework 2018
• First Ministers Advisory Group on Human Rights Leadership 2018
• Scottish Government Open Government Action Plan 2018-20

Origins of the Human Rights Budget
Project
• SNAP 2014 Poverty Innovation Forum
• 2014 Scottish Government Commitment to “explore human rights
budgeting”
• SNAP follow-up workshop with Ann Blyberg on human rights budget
work in 2015
• January-June 2018: EU funded project to Improve understanding and
use of human rights budget analysis to further Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights in Scotland
• Scottish Parliament Equality & Human Rights Committee – requested
Increased remit of the Equality Budget Advisory Group to include
human rights budgeting

Current SHRC Human Rights Budget
Work Project Goals
• Short-Medium term goals:
• increase internal & external capacity to undertake budget scrutiny
and hold the government to account in relation to budget impact
on human rights
• build an understanding of Minimum Core and Progressive
Realisation obligations relevant for Scotland
• Longer term goals:
• Scottish Government undertake effective human rights budgeting
• Build an understanding of human rights budget work at the local
level (health board/Local council)

Process indicators
• Open Budget Survey: biennial global indicator of fiscal
transparency (timely availability and accessibility of
information); effectiveness of accountability
mechanisms (legislature, auditor, fiscal institution), and
opportunities for public engagement.
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Process indicators
• Open Budget Survey: biennial global indicator of fiscal
transparency (timely availability and accessibility of
information); effectiveness of accountability
mechanisms (legislature, auditor, fiscal institution), and
opportunities for public engagement.
• Quality of participation in the budget process
• Availability, accessibility and transparency of budget
information at the Local Level
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Resource Allocation

#YourBudgetYourRights

Variations in Health Board Budget Allocations: Cash vs Real Absolute
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Issues with data transparency and
availability
• Further breakdown necessary e.g. ‘Mental Health’ doesn’t help to
understand any difference in, for example: adult and child services;
what type of services / therapies are receiving the investment.
• ‘Other under £2 million’ - common category which often includes
entire budgets for rights-focused areas that are not possible to explore.
• ‘No Change’ – no change is always a change in real terms. Cumulative
‘No Change’ over 5 years is a lot of change.
• Varying degrees of depth of explanation – when positive change
usually good detail provided, when no change or disinvestment
explanations can be limited and opaque.

Issues with data transparency and
availability
• Changing budget lines makes following resource allocation over time
complex.
• Annually this is accounted for (to a greater or lesser degree) by the ‘What it
buys’ and ‘Explanation of significant changes from previous year’ sections.
•

• Comparing 2015/16 to 2019/20 like for like – for half of the budget is not
possible.
• It is complex – budget priorities change and develop; portfolios change, mix
and merge – would a base budget followed through a parliamentary term be
feasible to improve transparency?

Minimum Core for Scotland?
“The morality of the depths, the line beneath which no one is allowed to sink”
Henry Shue

• A Relative vs An Absolute Minimum Core
• Examples from around the world – and the UK - R v Lord Chancellor in the UK Supreme
Court
• Respect – If budgetary cutbacks result in the interference with or diminution of current
enjoyment of economic and social rights, the State’s duty to respect those rights has been
breached. For example, allocations may need to increase in order to take account of
inflation.
• Protect – the duty to protect requires State’s to allocate necessary and sufficient funding
to regulatory mechanisms that protect against the interference by 3rd parties with the
enjoyment of economic and social rights.
• Fulfil – More resource dependent, budgetary allocations and expenditure will play a key
role in state efforts to give effect to this obligation.

Formulating a State’s Minimum Core
1. Identification of a human right in the covenant e.g the human right to food
2. Identification of the scope of that right
3. Identification of the content of the obligations associated with a given right
in light of considerations such as possibility and burden
4. Identification of the sub-set of obligations associated with the right that
must be fully complied with immediately by all states and hence do not
come within the doctrine of progressive realization
5. Identification of structural, process and outcome indicators relevant to
minimum core obligations of ESC rights drawing upon OHCHR and
Sustainable Development Goals.
6. Identification of the consequences of non-fulfilment of minimum core
obligations, including secondary duties arising for the target state sand
other states or international agents

External Impact
• #YourBudgetYourRights trending in Edinburgh and UK (on a day when Brexit
news was hitting headlines!)
• Poverty & Inequality Commission review of the 2019-2020 budget through
a poverty lens – took a human rights based approach
• Scottish Labour Parliamentary Researchers contact following
#YourBudgetYourRights – developing work together
• CIPFA – invitation to national annual conference to address 150+ Directors
of Public Finance in Scotland; Article in their International Newsletter &
Public Finance
• EBAG – Key Directors/Deputies starting to see the value of human rights
based scrutiny
• Minister for Equalities and Older People – Human rights budgeting
champion
• Parliamentary Committee requests to give evidence

Internal Impact
• Commitment to a funded programme of work for the next year (hopefully
2020-2024)
• Publication of Why, What How? dissemination series on human rights budget work
(Autumn 2019)
• Encourage human rights scrutiny within FCC and/ or EHRiC guidance to Scottish
Parliament Committees (including effective embedding of NPF outcomes in budget
discussions) (Budget cycle 2020-21)
• Participation of the Commission in pre-budget scrutiny (Budget cycle 2020-21)
• Publication of the process indicators (Autumn 2019-April/May 2020)
• 3-year collaborative PhD on Minimum Core Obligations: Using a sociology of human
rights to examine the potential for human rights budgeting in Scotland (October
2019-December 2022)
• Development of a project plan to undertake a focused spotlight budget scrutiny
report during the next strategic plan cycle 2020-2024 (possibly on health & social
care)
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The budget “reflects the values of a country – who it
values, whose work it values and who it rewards… and
who and what and whose work it doesn’t.”
Pregs Govender 1996

